Heron Lodge

Denamere Lane, Farndon Hay
Cheshire England
The Rt Hon. Mr David Cameron MP
The Prime Minister
10 Downing Street, Westminster, London
SW1A 2AA.
10th August 2011.
Dear Mr Cameron,
Re Infringements of my rights and imminent loss of my home.
Further to my numerous requests seeking your involvement and assistance to correct the
injustice of the situation I have faced and continue to face, I am still awaiting a response.
My address to you follows others to two previous incumbents of your office and to many and
varied individual holders of ministerial office, of relevance to the situation. All it would seem to
no avail, although there has been the odd forward to the odd ministry. Sadly none of those
forwards have been monitored by the forwarder or responded to by the recipient.
Considerable & independent evidence of severe wrongdoing, malpractice & mal-administration
has been submitted over far too long a period, all of which has seemingly been ignored. I am
therefore left to feel that there is a cover up going on within the establishment that is
untoward in nature and purpose. I will recount to you despite having placed the wellevidenced details before your office previously, the succinct facts of the matter, below:
The Chester Council, have:
a) Twice breached HM Gov. protocol in their conduct of enforcement procedure.
b) Ignored planning law in pursuit of a belligerent and erroneous planning policy, to
compromise my human rights, freeholder rights and my rights of residence.
c) Breached the TCPA regulations in serving enforcement notices
d) Ignored building regulation implications under section M and H as a result of c) above,
thereby ultimately causing a breach of those regulations
e) Ignored my responsibilities under PPG25.
f) Ignored HM Gov lead agent status; their advice, permission and final approval of vital
flood defence work I effected to my property.
g) Ignored HM Gov warnings of their planning control failure and as a consequence failed
to observe a duty of care to my property.
h) Engaged “double standards” in planning policy.
i) Twice misused “delegated powers”.
j) Deliberately withheld a statutory body’s request and permission documents
k) Failed to observe good, proper and timely practice in conduct of planning applications.
l) Engaged in the perpetration of two criminal acts, to pervert the course of justice.
m) Engaged in the perpetration of a further criminal act that has perverted the course of
justice.
n) Allowed its legal and executive officers knowingly to pursue a course of harassment
and frustration to force and or bring about my loss of residence.
The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, has:
a) Breached a House of Lords ruling dated 2002, in the erroneous engagement of an
unqualified person to act as the Chairman of a Public Inquiry.
Thereby compromising my entire rights and existence of, on and at my property
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Causing extreme anxiety and stress.
The Justice Minister/y, has:
a) Failed to address a complaint via the Ombudsman of the failure of the High Court
To observe and award proper access to justice.
b) Failed to address a complaint via the ombudsman of gross injustice in performance of
The function of the High Court injunctive process.
c) Failed to address a complaint of the perpetration of three criminal acts by the local
authority to attempt to pervert the course of justice
d) Failed to address a complaint of injustice under the Civil Court procedures visa vee the
Criminal Justice procedures, regarding valid and worthy overwhelming new evidence of
injustice
The office of the SSCLG, has:
a) Failed to address the complaint of malfunction in the PI, regarding the failure of its
officers to observe its protocol in relationship to the notification of two criminal acts,
attempting to pervert the course of justice.
b) Failed to address the complaint of malfunction in the PI, regarding the failure of its
officers to observe its protocol in relationship to the notification of a criminal act, which
had perverted the course of justice.
c) Failed to engage in resolution of a breach in the 2002 rules of the appointment of a
none qualified person to conduct a Public Inquiry.
d) Failed to effect an enquiry into the failure of the PI to identify a clear breach in the
TCPA regulations, regarding the serving of enforcement notices.
e) Failed to address a valid request under the rules of the planning act administration, to
effect a renewed Inquiry based on the breached appointment, & new & overwhelming
evidence of failures and erroneous decisions, of the former planning Inquiry.
The Rt. Hon Mr Stephen O’Brien MP, has:
a) Failed to monitor the complaint to the Ombudsman regarding the High Court failures.
b) Despite continual requests failed to answer my correspondence regarding the
unacceptable behaviour and actions of the Chester Council.
c) Failed to acknowledge or declare an extremely important open invitation to mediate,
after full agreement with me.
d) Fully knowing the injustices and erroneous actions, decisions and all aspects of the
various bodies referred to above, proceeded to give adverse and unacceptable advice
regarding my position, clearly aimed at covering up his astonishing failures.
It is my profound hope that this litany of totally unacceptable behaviour & disastrous actions
& outcomes will receive your urgent attention. It is obviously useless for me to communicate
any further with the various elements of your administration, because of the continual lack of
response over some nine years or so by all concerned. Just as it is I am sure for you, to
forward any further requests to those bodies. It is I would state respectfully, only your direct
action & intervention, which will avert the disaster that is fronting my home and me. Entirely
due to the local & national government officers unacceptable actions & failures.
I am aware that you will be advised that the courts have adjudicated against me (only once)
and that will be the excuse that abounds in the various arenas above, which use that in their
attempts to avoid acknowledging & then addressing the above unacceptable situations.
Yours sincerely
Peter J Johnson.

